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I. Overwiew 
Concept 
dghd is the association of german speaking countries for academics and institutions interested in 
Higher Education staff, educational and academic development with focus on research and projects 
that sustain the learning processes of university students. dghd has charity status and has been 
transformed from network existing since  to association in 2008. dghd actually has about 300 
members in two stati, about 40 institutional members and about 260 personal members and has a 
yearly budget of about 25.000 Euro. 
 
Aims 

• launch political statements to foster innovative development in Higher Education and to 
represent the interests of academic teachers and higher education developers 

• strengthen research activities in addition to best practice through networking, discourse and 
documentation 

• foster networking outside to cooperate with other networks and associations relating special 
issues and inside to support a community of topical and regional special interest groups and 
networks in order to offer a forum  

• foster the support of young professionals and scientists within the dghd to offer participation 

Activities 
• Annual member meeting 
• Annual conferences 
• Edition of the book serie “Blickpunkt Hochschuldidaktik”, with one special edited book free per 

year within membership fee 
• dghd newsletter online – four times a year 
• support for commissions, networks and SICs 
• cooperation with other associations and networks relating shared topics 

 
Actual activities 

• joint meeting of dghd board with representatives of networks, SICs and commissions once a 
year  

• 3 dghd conferences in 2012:  
o 1. Dortmund Spring School in March, best practice oriented  
o 2. joint conference with GMW (Association for new media in science) for young 

professionals and scientists in May and  
o 3. more research oriented conference in September in Mainz 

• restart of research commission of dghd  
• start of new special interest groups and integration on dghd homepage and newsletter 
• relaunch of homepage with intern discussion boards for SICs and commissions, map of 

institutions, possibility to publish jobs, conferences and workshops related to dghd work and 
further features 

• relaunch of dghd newsletter with optimized participation concept (more than 1.000 
abonnements) 

• iniciative to launch a concept for research on Higher Education at the German Ministry of 
Education and Research 

• iniciative to establish a formal cooperation between academic associations concerning work 
on Higher Education (like New Media / eLearning, quality management, scientific further 
education) in order to increase political influence 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
II. Questions addressed from ICED 
Training, preparation and support for academics to teach in higher education 
a) How does this happen in your country? 
There is a broad variety in programmes and institutional forms in Germany.  
 
Institutional forms are  

• networks for universities on base of the federal countries, part of them established by federal 
ministries, often in project forms for restricted time 

• centers for teaching and learning in Higher Education, only two with research structure, the 
others are service centers, some subject centers have been established within the last three 
years 

• small work units, often run by one person, located at universities and integrated in or attached 
to different hierarchical levels or departments within the university. Some are scientific based 
(e.g. teacher education), some are service based (e.g. departments for staff development) 

• funded projects with restricted time lines (beyond the Ministry several foundations are 
engaged in Enhancing Teaching Quality) 

 
Target groups 
The biggest participation group are young scientists during their scientific qualification time, some 
programmes aim on newly appointed professors and some aim at qualifying students as tutors or 
mentors for their peers. A small part consists of counselling and accompanying staff that deals with 
study reform projects or change management projects.      
 
b) Do teachers have any form of qualification? 
Are they expected to reach any standard for their ability as a teacher? 
Institutional support from universities 
The support for academic teacher preparation from academic institutions is very different. 
Tendencies are that large research oriented Universities are less supportive than small universities of 
applied sciences and universities in big towns are less supportive than universities in areas with weak 
job market structures. 
 
There are obligatory programmes for newly appointed professors at universities of applied sciences in 
some federal countries but mostly programmes are facultative. About 50% of young scientists assist 
the programmes but they express to lack support from their scientific advisors or job supervisors. 
Balancing the workload of scientific and teaching qualification is a great challenge for this group. 
 
Quality standards 
Quality standards for teaching are only checked within the formal process of accreditation of academic 
study programmes in Germany. There are questions on statistics of dropout rates and evaluation 
processes of teaching but no criteria for staff qualification. 
dghd has worked out its own standards for modulated program forms some years ago and offers its 
own accreditation process for institutions and persons working in educational and staff development. 
The modulated form has been adopted by most programmes.  
But there is a vivid discussion on Quality of teaching and learning in Higher Education triggered by a 
large funding line of the German Ministry of Education and Research. From 2011 until 2020 2.000 
million Euro will be spent to enhance study conditions at german universities.  186 universities were 
successful with their funding projects.    
 
Challenges for next years 

• Integration within and networking with academic projects belonging to the German Ministerial 
funding line 

• Foster the professionalization process of Higher Education developers in Germany especially 
including research structures 

• Develop and enhance institutional structures and strategies at universities to enhance study 
and learning conditions of students (e.g. implementation of concepts of SOTL)  

• Work on relation between Higher Education topics and subject related topics in academic 
teaching and learning  


